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Ultra‐Deep Field 



Building on the initial investment of DD time, certain fields 
have been observed so extensively that they have 
established themselves as community resources:

•  Multi-wavelength, multi-mission datasets
•   Supplementary spectroscopic and imaging data from a wide 
range of international telescope facilities

The past investment in these fields establishes a foundation 
that enables breakthrough science with new data from new 
missions. Given the value of such fields for research across a 
broad range of science areas, we ask the STUC to consider 
identifying “community fields”.

•  Future observational programs, leveraging past investments, 
should provide rapid community access to data and data 
products to maximise the scientific returns.   
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Chandra  Deep Field South 

1999‐2000 Chandra CDF‐S 
2002‐2003  HST ACS GOODS 
2003            HST ACS UDF 
2003            HST NIC UDF  
2004            Spitzer GOODS 
2003‐2007  HST NICMOS 
2005             HST ACS UDF  
2009              HST WFC3 ERS 
2009‐2010   HST WFC3 UDF 
2010‐2011   Chandra 4Ms  
2010‐2012   HST CANDELS 
2010‐2011   HST WFC3 grism 
2010‐2011   Herschel 

 Overall, ~1,000 HST orbits 
  ~5 Msec on Chandra 
 ~325 hours on Spitzer 

CDF‐South 

~22’ x 22’ 

An example of a poten-al community field 



Extensive investment of resources for 
imaging and spectroscopic follow-up 
observations 

e.g. ESO  GOODS (S) VLT 

All these datasets are public 

Campaign Instrument Observing time 

Near-IR ISAAC JHK to ~25 476 hours 

ISAAC K to ~25.6 

U & R band VIMOS 40 hours 

Visual/red spectra FORS2 5500A-1m 130 hours 

Blue/Visual spectra VIMOS 3500-6900A ~80 hours 

B/V/R/I spectra VIMOS 4000A-1m ~40 hours 

Spectroscopic follow‐up 
within CDF‐S 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From 
JSTAC Letter #2 
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  Does the STUC endorse establishing community fields/targets for 
future HST proposal cycles?

  If so, what criteria should be used to choose the fields/targets?
  Is this concept limited to deep extragalactic fields or are there 

galactic fields that are also candidates?
  Orion Nebula Cluster, 30 Doradus, M31 deep fields, Galactic Bulge 

fields, 47 Tucanae?
  Are there individual targets (solar system planets?) that might be 

considered?
  If community fields are established, should all data be treated equally?

  Should one discriminate between imaging and spectroscopy?
  Should one discriminate based on program scale? Program 

participants?
  What guidelines on proprietary time should be set?

  Alternative suggestions for optimising science return?
  Are there specific targets/fields that the STUC feel are clear candidates 

for community fields?


